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Abstract

Virtual environment are often populated with moving units and the paths for these units should be planned. When

multiple units need to exhibit coherent behavior in a cluttered environment, current techniques often fail, i.e. the

resulting paths for the units in the group lack the coherence required. In this paper, we propose a novel approach

to motion planning for coherent groups of units.

The method presented uses a path for a single unit, called the backbone path, which can be generated by any

motion planner. This backbone path is extended to a corridor using the clearance along the path. The units can

move freely inside this corridor. By limiting the width of this corridor, and the extent along the corridor where the

units can move to, the approach guarantees coherence of the group.

Experiments show that the generated paths exhibit group coherence as required, like passing on the same side of

obstacles and waiting for fellow group mates to catch up. Performance measurements show that the approach is

capable of generating the paths in real-time. In our implementation, the method requires just a few percent of the

processor time for groups consisting of up to 100 units.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.2.9 [Robotics]: Kinematics and dynamics K.8.0
[General]: Games I.2.1 [Applications and Expert Systems]: Games

1. Introduction

Virtual environments are often populated with moving units.
Games in particular, but also other virtual environment ap-
plications, contain (very) large numbers of units moving
around. The units should often behave as a coherent group
rather than as individuals. For example, in safety training ap-
plications one needs to simulate the behavior of a crowd and
in games one often needs to simulate the behavior of whole
armies.

Current applications solve the problem of path finding on
the unit level, i.e. they plan the motion of individual units,
using techniques like flocking to keep the units together.
However, in cluttered environments this often leads to non-
coherent groups. There is no guarantee that the units will
stay together, albeit that ’staying together’ is not well de-
fined. Even though the units all have a similar goal, they
try to reach this goal without real coherence. This results
in groups splitting up and taking different paths to the goal,

for example as in Fig. 1. Here, one individual decides to take
a different route. This is highly undesirable behavior and in
this particular example, it leads to immediate death.

1.1. Previous work

Motion planning and path finding have been studied exten-
sively, both in the virtual environment and game community,
and in the robotics community. In this paper, we restrict our-
selves to motion planning approaches to compute the simul-
taneous motion of multiple units. This spans the work done
in robotics, flocking, and crowd and pedestrian/traffic flow
simulations.

In the virtual environments community the most common
approach to simulating group movement is to use flock-
ing. The concept of flocking was introduced by Reynolds
[Rey87]. His boids-model described the behavior of the
units in a group using only local rules for the individual
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(a) A group of five characters should attack the site
pointed to by the arrow.

(b) The group inappropriately splits up, loosing some
of its troops.

Figure 1: One of the problems with the current techniques for motion planning for multiple units is that the group splits up to

reach the goal. This scene was taken from Command and Conquer: Generals from EA Games.

units. Later, Reynolds extended the technique to include au-
tonomous reactive behavior [Rey99]. The idea is that units
steer themselves in such a way that they avoid collisions with
other units and the environment, while at the same moment
they try to align themselves with other units and try to stay
close to the other units. In open areas this leads to rather
natural group behavior as can be observed in flocks of birds
or schools of fish. When we also give the units a goal they
will move toward the goal together. The big drawback of
this approach is that the units act based on local informa-
tion which easily gets them stuck in cluttered environments.
Also, the combined steering behavior can easily lead to the
group breaking up, as in Fig. 1.

Another widely used technique is grid searching in which
the environment is divided into a grid that can be searched
for a free path using A* like approaches [RN94]. Different
units try to find a path through the grid while avoiding colli-
sions with each other. This easily leads to units getting stuck
in ways that can only be resolved by rather unnatural mo-
tions (or cheating like penetrating the walls). This problem
gets even harder when non-holonomic constraints (like the
fact that cars have a bounded turning radius) must be taken
into account.

The social potential field technique [RW95] defines po-
tential force fields between units of the group. Desired be-
havior is then created by defining the correct force fields.
However, the same problem as in flocking arises because
only local information is taken into account.

Kamphuis and Overmars [KO04] developed a method for
planning the motion of a coherent group of units using a mul-
tiphase algorithm. First, a path is planned for a deformable
rectangle, representing the group shape. Second, the inter-
nal motion of the units inside this deformable rectangle is

calculated using social potential fields. Third, the global and
local paths are combined to give the total motion of the units.
Although the technique guarantees coherence, it lacks com-
pleteness. The approach also generates unnatural behavior
when a group enters or leaves a narrow passage.

One of the dominating techniques in robotics is the prob-
abilistic roadmap approach (PRM) [KL94, KvLO96]. Effi-
cient probabilistic (centralized) techniques for multiple units
have been developed [SL02, vO98]. They treat the different
units together as one large robotic system. Unfortunately,
each unit has two degrees of freedom (assuming it is de-
fined by its position on a floor surface) so the total robotic
system has 2n degrees of freedom when there are n units.
When n gets larger the running time becomes too large. Also,
these approaches require that the number and type of units
are known beforehand which is not a realistic assumption for
the applications we have in mind. To overcome this problem,
decentralized techniques, like path coordination, have been
developed, enabling the planning of motion for a larger num-
ber of units [LLS99]. Still though, these methods fail when
the number of units grows and the resulting motion is not
coherent.

Bayazit, Lien and Amato [BLA04] have combined the
PRM approach with flocking techniques. The units use the
roadmap created by PRM to guide their motion toward the
goal while they use flocking to act as a group and avoid lo-
cal collisions. While this indeed leads to better goal finding
abilities, groups still split up easily.

Li and Chou [LC03] developed an approach that allows
dynamic structuring of the units such that the centralized
planning of the motions is greatly improved. Again, this ap-
proach lacks the ability of guaranteeing coherence.

Crowd simulation also investigates the movement of large
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numbers of units in a virtual environment. This research
area has received vast amounts of attention over the last few
years, such as [MD01, UT01]. Although related to our re-
search, the area has a different goal. The global idea behind
crowd simulation is to have virtual units behave in a natural
way, interacting with each other, based on (social) rules. The
emergent behavior of the units is then studied. Our research
in contrast is focused on computing high-quality paths di-
rectly.

Related to crowd simulation is pedestrian and traffic flow
simulation. Helbing uses forces related to physics to simu-
late the behavior of pedestrians and traffic [Hel94, HM95].
These are related to the social potential fields mentioned
above, and have similar drawback for our setting.

Often formations are a good way of maintaining coher-
ence. Balch and Hybinette used social potentials to generate
scalable formations for mobile robots [BH00]. They devise
a number of forces (potentials) to steer the robots, for ex-
ample an obstacle avoidance and a formation keeping force.
Formations are also very important in games. For example,
troops should move in formation over a battlefield. Pottinger
describes how these paths can be generated and implemented
in two articles [Pot99a, Pot99b].

1.2. Overall problem setting and approach

In our problem setting we are given a virtual environment
in which a group of units must move from a given start to a
given goal position. The units must avoid collisions with the
environment and with each other, and should stay together
as one group. The units are modeled as discs (or cylinders)
and are assumed to move on a plane or terrain.

First, our approach computes a backbone path for a single
unit. This path defines the homotopic class used by all units.
Two paths P0 and P1 are said to be in the same homotopic
class only if P0 can be continuously distorted in P1 without
intersecting the obstacles. Next, a corridor is defined around
the backbone path and all units will stay in this corridor.
Units move through the corridor using attraction points on
the backbone path. By limiting the distance between the at-
traction points for the different units coherence of the group
is guaranteed.

The approach is capable of generating these paths in real-
time, thus making it possible for the technique to be used in
virtual environments, and especially games.

1.3. Outline of the paper

This paper is organized as follows. The global approach
is further detailed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses what
requirements are needed for coherent group motion and
how our approach meets these requirements. Experiments to
show the usability and performance of the approach are dis-
cussed in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are presented
in Section 5.

2. Group Path Planning Approach

This section describes the problem setting in more detail,
and gives an overview of the approach taken to solve it.

2.1. Problem setting

We are given a geometric description of the virtual envi-
ronment, either 2D or 3D, in which a group of units must
move. In case of a 3D environment, the units are assumed to
move on a plane or terrain, resulting in a 2D motion plan-
ning problem. The units are represented as a circle (cylin-
der in 3D) of radius r. Then we can describe the configu-
ration of a unit with two parameters (degrees of freedom),
namely (x,y) in world coordinates. This position of unit i

is referred to as Ui. The position is dependent on the time,
thus at a fixed time t the position of the unit is given by
Ui(t). We denote the individual configuration space of unit
i as Ci. The configuration space of the group is denoted as
C = C1⊗C2⊗·· ·⊗Cn ⊂ R2n .

The problem is characterized as follows. The units i ∈
[1,n] need to reach a goal area from a start area without col-
liding with the environment and with each other, while at
the same time they must stay together as a coherent group.
The goal is reached when all units are within the goal area.
The relative position of the units in the start and goal area
is not relevant. Coherence in this problem setting is defined
informally as: the units will each traverse a path that is in the
same homotopic class as all the paths of the other units, and
the group members will stay close together.

2.2. Global solution

The technique we propose is a two-phase approach consist-
ing of the following phases:

1. Plan a path for a single unit in the correct homotopic
class.

2. Plan the motion of the units in the group using this path.

We will refer to the path found in the first phase of the
approach as the backbone path of the group. Every entity
should individually be able to follow this path. However, in
an ideal situation, the units in the group will not traverse the
path exactly. The units will feather out in the neighborhood
of the backbone path. The second phase of the approach will
allow for this, while at the same time keeping the paths of
the units in the same homotopic class as the backbone path.
In other words, the group uses the backbone path as a guide,
but traverses it in a coherent manner.

Because the second phase of approach is the major nov-
elty, we will mainly focus on that phase in this paper. The
first phase has been studied extensively in the past and we
will only briefly treat it here.
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2.3. First phase: backbone path

The first phase of the approach consists of finding the
backbone path. Since every unit should be able to traverse
the path, the clearance on the path should be bounded
by a minimum value, namely the radius of the enclosing
circle/cylinder. The backbone path can thus be defined as
follows:

Definition 2.1 (Backbone path). A backbone path Π :
[0,1]→ R2 is a path in the 2D workspace, where the clear-

ance at every point on the path is at least the radius of the

enclosing circle/cylinder of the units.

Although finding a path with a minimum clearance of the
radius of the enclosing circle is required, we prefer a larger
clearance. In the second phase, a larger clearance along the
backbone path leads to more coherent behavior.

As mentioned in the introduction one of the most widely
used techniques for motion planning is the Probabilistic
Roadmap Method (PRM). There are a number of approaches
to find a path using the PRM for a point with a minimum
clearance. Geraerts and Overmars give an overview of these
techniques in [GO04].

Although the PRM is a good method for finding the back-
bone path, other techniques could be used as well. For exam-
ple, it would suffice to calculate the medial axis (Voronoi di-
agram) of the environment and search this to find a path with
enough clearance. Waypoint graphs, used often in computer
games, are also very useful for finding the backbone paths.

Again, the larger the clearance around the path, the more
coherent the group can be. Hence, we prefer paths with
a high clearance. On the other hand, high-clearance paths
might be long, resulting in a long motion to the goal. The
precise choice depends on the application and will not be
studied here. So for the rest of the paper we assume that a
backbone path is given.

In the rest of this paper we assume the backbone path is
given, as well as the clearance on every point on the back-
bone path. The second phase of the approach keeps the enti-
ties inside this clearance around the backbone path meaning
that the obstacles can be discarded in that phase.

2.4. Second phase: group movement

The second phase of the approach uses the backbone path of
the first phase. It extends the backbone path to form a corri-
dor in which the units can move freely. Inside this corridor,
the unit paths are generated using social potential fields. By
choosing a force such that the units are attracted to certain
points on the path, the units are constrained in their move-
ment and stay in a coherent group. The next section will
enunciate this phase.

ρc(s1)

ρc(s2)

ρc(s3)

Π

c

< c
c

Figure 2: The first and third circle, ρc(s1) and ρc(s3), have a

radius of c, since their clearance in the environment is larger

than c. However, the clearance of point Π(s2) is clearly

smaller that c, resulting in a smaller radius for ρc(s2).

3. Path Finding for the Group

The result from the first phase of the approach is a back-
bone path. However, it is not trivial to see how the back-
bone path can be used to plan the paths for the units in
the group. A leader following approach could be used here,
where the leader follows the backbone path and the follow-
ers the leader. But, this approach does not guarantee that all
units will stay together as a coherent group. This means that
we have to use a more elaborate strategy. In this section we
introduce the requirements needed to plan the paths for a co-
herent group. This is followed by a description how these
requirements are to be met.

3.1. Requirements

Before diving into the details of the method, let us try to
provide some intuition. This intuition will result in two re-
quirements that the approach must meet.

When looking at a coherent group of people in a real en-
vironment, we see that the group stays together in two ways.
First, the lateral dispersion of the group is limited. Humans
in a group will not spread out too far, i.e. only a few people
will walk side-by-side, depending on the group size and the
available space in the environment. Second, this group con-
tains different people, where some will walk at a higher pace
than others. The fastest persons in the group will wait for the
slower people when for example a corner is taken, such that
the slower persons will not loose track of the group. Thus,
the longitudinal dispersion is also limited.

So, when planning the paths for a group of units in a vir-
tual environment these two dispersion, lateral and longitudi-
nal, should be restricted. The next sections will provide the
details on how our approach meets these two requirements.

3.2. Corridor

Along the backbone path Π(s), we can define circles cen-
tered at Π(s) for all s ∈ [0,1]. Let ρc(s) denote these circles.
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The radius of these circles is the minimum of the real clear-
ance in point Π(s) and a chosen constant c. Fig. 2 depicts
three of these circles, ρc(s1),ρc(s2) and ρc(s3). The first cir-
cle (ρc(s1)) has radius c since the clearance on that point
on the path is larger than c. The second circle has a smaller
radius than c, due to the smaller clearance around the point
Π(s2). The last circle has again the full radius c. In subse-
quent discussions this constant c is used to upper bound the
lateral dispersion of the group.

The union of circles ρc(s) over all s ∈ [0,1] forms an area
that we call the corridor, along the path Π (see Fig. 3). As all
circles are collision free, the corridor is also collision free.
This corridor forms a passageway through which the units
will move. When the units stay inside this corridor, their
movement is always collision free (with respect to the en-
vironment).

3.3. Lateral dispersion

We define the lateral dispersion as follows:

Definition 3.1 (Lateral dispersion). The lateral dispersion

Dlat(t) at time t is the maximum distance of any unit Ui to its

closest point on the backbone path Π:

Dlat(t) = max
i

{

min
s∈[0,1]

‖Π(s)−Ui(t)‖

}

(1)

The corridor forms a free passageway through which the
units should move. This means that we want to keep the
units inside the corridor. This requirement can be reformu-
lated in terms of attraction points, defined as follows:

Definition 3.2 (Attraction point). An attraction point for

unit i at time t is a point s on the backbone path such that

unit i is inside the circle ρc(s). For every unit, there is a set of

possible attraction points on the backbone path (see Fig. 4):

APi(t) = {s : s ∈ [0,1] : Ui(t) ∈ ρc(s)} (2)

A unit is within the corridor, if and only if the set APi(t) is
not empty. So we will make sure that APi(t) never becomes
empty. This lead to the required limited lateral dispersion.

Figure 3: The corridor is formed by the union of all circle

ρc(s) along path Π. The units must move inside this corridor

without colliding with the environment, and satisfying the

requirement of lateral dispersion. In this figure, a group of

units is depicted as black dots.

Ui(t)

APi(t)

ρc(s
b
i)

ρc(s
f
i )

sb
i(t)

s
f
i (t)

CPi(t)

Figure 4: The attraction points at time t for a unit i that is

on position Ui(t), denoted by the solid line between sb
i (t) and

s
f
i (t).

Nevertheless, how does the corridor relate to lateral
dispersion? The following theorem does exactly that.

Theorem 3.1 (Limited lateral dispersion). If for all i and all

t APi(t) is not empty, the lateral dispersion Dlat(t) is upper

bounded by c.

Proof It is clear that the closest point on the backbone path
to a unit i

CPi(t) = argmin
s∈[0,1]

‖Π(s)−Ui(t)‖ (3)

is always contained in APi(t). Since this closest point is the
center of a ρc(s) that contains Ui, it follows that

Dlat(t)≤ c (4)

This means that by varying the value c we can limit the
lateral dispersion. This is the first step in getting to coherent
paths. By selecting a larger value for c the group will be
allowed to feather out more, while a smaller value c means
that the group will be more narrow. If we would take c =
r, the radius of the enclosing circle of the units, the group
will move in a single file, which in general is undesirable. A
larger value for c would be more appropriate.

3.4. Longitudinal dispersion

The second requirement to accomplish coherence is the
limitation of longitudinal dispersion. For this we need also a
measure. As we already defined the attraction points in the
previous section, we can use these. First we need to define
the minimum and maximum attraction point.

Definition 3.3 (Minimum and maximum attraction points).
The minimum attraction point sb

i (t) for a unit i at time t is

defined as:

s
b
i (t) = minAPi(t) (5)

The maximum attraction point s
f
i (t) for a unit i at time t is
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Ui(t)

APi(t)

ρc(s
b
i)

ρc(s
f
i )

sb
i(t)

s
f
i (t)

Uj(t)

s
f
j (t)

sb
j(t)

APj(t)

ρc(s
f
j )

ρc(s
b
j)sb(t)

sf(t)

Ui(t)

APi(t)

ρc(s
b
i)

ρc(s
f
i )

sb
i(t)

s
f
i (t)

Uj(t) s
f
j (t)

sb
j(t)

APj(t)

ρc(s
f
j )

ρc(s
b
j)

sb(t)
sf(t)

Figure 5: The construction of the minimum and maximum

group attraction points. In the upper image the maximum

and minimum are not the same, whereas in the lower image

they are.

defined as:

s
f
i (t) = maxAPi(t) (6)

These points are depicted in Fig. 4. Superscripts b and f

depict back and front, respectively.

We can also define the minimum and maximum group
attraction points. Using these, we will define a region, i.e.
a part of the corridor, in which all units must remain. This
region, called the group region, can be used to define the
longitudinal dispersion.

Definition 3.4 (Minimum and maximum group attraction
points). The minimum group attraction point sb(t) at time

t is defined as being the minimum over all maximum attrac-

tion points:

s
b(t) = min

i

{

s
f
i (t)

}

(7)

The maximum group attraction point s f (t) at time t is de-

fined as being the maximum over all minimum attraction

points, but not smaller than the minimum group attraction

point sb(t):

s
f (t) = max

(

max
i

{

s
b
i (t)

}

,s
b(t)

)

(8)

This definition might at first sight be counter-intuitive.
Our goal though is to keep the distance between sb(t) and

Ui(t)ρc(s
b
i)

ρc(s
f
i )

sb
i(t)

s
f
i (t)

Uj(t)

s
f
j (t)

sb
j(t)

ρc(s
f
j )

ρc(s
b
j)sb(t)

sf(t) sf
a(t)

Π

GR(t)

Figure 6: The group region is denoted by GR(t) and de-

picted as the dark gray area. This region contains all units

and the area of this region is smaller than a constant A. The

maximum allowed attraction point s
f
a(t) is determined using

the light gray region, of which the area is exactly A.

s f (t) along the path as small as possible, while still guaran-
teeing that each unit has an attraction point between them.

The construction of the minimum and maximum group at-
traction points is depicted in Fig. 5 for two units i and j. The
upper diagram shows the situation where the minimum of
the maximum attraction points is smaller than the maximum
of the minimum attraction points. In the lower diagram the
maximum group attraction point is the same as the minimum
group attraction point.

The distance between the minimum group attraction
point sb(t) and the maximum group attraction point s f (t)
along the backbone path can be used as a measure for the
longitudinal dispersion, i.e.:

Definition 3.5 (Longitudinal dispersion). The longitudinal

dispersion is the distance between the minimum and maxi-

mum group attraction point along the backbone path:

Dlong(t) = distΠ

(

s
b(t),s f (t)

)

(9)

where distΠ denotes the distance along the path Π.

By taking the union of all circles between sb(t) and s f (t)
an region, called the group region, is formed that includes
all units. This region is contained inside the corridor, since
both the corridor and this region are the unions of subsets of
the same circles (see Fig. 6).

Definition 3.6 (Group region). The group region is the union

of all circles ρc(s) between sb(t) and s f (t):

GR(t) =
⋃

s∈[sb(t),s f (t)]

ρc(s) (10)

As long as this group region is not too large, the longitu-
dinal dispersion is also bounded. So we want to enforce that
the area of the group region remains bounded by some value
A (A must be chosen such that all units will fit in the region
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and have some spare to move around). To enforce this, we
limit the actual attraction points for the units. Let sb(t) be
the minimum group attraction points at some time t, which
in effect indicates where the back of the group is located.
We limit the position of the units by defining the maximum
allowed attraction point as follows (see Fig. 6):

Definition 3.7 (Maximum allowed attraction point).

s
f
a(t) = argmax

s∈[sb(t),1]







⋃

u∈[sb(t),s]

ρc(u)≤ A







(11)

We will ensure that the units move in such a way that all
units have an attraction point inside the interval [sb(t),s

f
a(t)].

This way the longitudinal dispersion is limited.

We will limit the lateral dispersion by means of the max-
imum corridor width c, while limiting the longitudinal dis-
persion by setting the maximum area of the group region A.
With these two constants, c and A, we can influence the co-
herence of the group. Increasing the maximum area of the
group region A allows the group to spread more along the
backbone path. Increasing the maximum corridor width c

makes the group wider, but decreases the longitudinal dis-
persion if the area A is kept constant.

3.5. Social Forces

To generate the paths inside the corridor, we are going to use
an approach based on social (potential) force fields. As dis-
cussed in the introduction, this technique is used both in vir-
tual environments and in pedestrian/traffic flow simulation.
The approach uses forces to drive the units toward a position
further on their path. There are a number of forces needed
for generating the paths. First, the units should not collide
with each other, requiring a repulsive force between units.
Second, the units should not move outside the corridor, thus
a repulsive force from the boundary of the corridor inward
onto the units is required. Third, the units should ’feel’ the
urge to go forward, so a driving force forward is needed. The
second and third force can be combined as is shown below.

Collision avoidance force. The collision avoidance force
between units is dependent on the distance between the
units. The closer the units are, the higher the repulsive force.
This force is not Newtonian, i.e. the force that one unit ex-
periences is not the same as the force the other unit experi-
ences. The reason for this is that one unit might be outside
the region of influence of the other. We model this using a
cone of influence for every unit, or visibility cone. This vis-
ibility cone is a cone in the direction of movement, with a
top angle α. Whenever a unit A is within this cone of some
other unit B, B will be pushed away from A (see Fig. 7).

Corridor force and driving force. The corridor force and
the driving force are related. In fact, they can be regarded
as the same force. The attraction points play an important

vi

vj

Uj

Ui

V Ci,α

V Cj,α

vi

vj

Uj

Ui

Fj

Figure 7: Unit Ui is inside the visibility cone of unit U j re-

sulting in a force on U j by Ui, unit U j wants to avoid unit

Ui. Conversely, unit Ui will not ’feel’ the presence of unit U j ,

since Ui can not see U j .

role in this. By choosing the actual points of attraction as
far as possible on the path Π, i.e. the minimum of s

f
i (t) and

s
f
a(t), the units are forced forward if this is possible, and

hold back if the longitudinal dispersion requires this. How-
ever, the units are always kept inside the corridor (the force
is always pointed inward).

Time integration of the forces and position updating.

The result from the method outlined above is a system of
positions, velocities and forces. In fact, it is just a particle
system. This particle system can be solved using any time in-
tegration scheme, for example Euler Forward, Runge Kutta
or Verlet, resulting in positions and velocities for all units
over time. However, for the forces to be calculated correctly
in every step of the numerical integration, the actual points
of attraction should also be updated.

Updating the actual points of attraction. To let the
group advance along the backbone path, the actual points of
attraction need to be updated in every time step after calcu-
lating the new positions Ui of the units. These actual points
of attraction are updated according to Algorithm 1. Here the
actual points of attraction are denoted by pa

i (t) In this algo-
rithm, the time progresses with steps of δt. Let t′ = t − δt

denote the previous time step.

Algorithm 1 Update actual points of attraction

1: for i = 0 to n do

2: pa
i (t)←maxs∈[si(t′),1]

{

∀s′′ ∈ [si(t
′),s] : Ui(t) ∈ ρ(s′′)

}

3: end for

4: sb(t)←mini {pa
i (t)}

5: s
f
a(t)←maxs∈[sb(t),1]

{

area(
⋃

s′′∈[sb(t),s] ρ(s′′)) < A
}

6: for i = 0 to n do

7: if pa
i (t) > s

f
a(t) then

8: pa
i (t)← s

f
a(t)

9: end if

10: end for

Formations As described in [BH00], social force fields
can be used to generate formations among the units. To ac-
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complish this in our approach, an extra force should be in-
corporated that makes the units keep the formation.

3.6. Resulting paths

As mentioned, the choice of maximum corridor width c and
group area A has effect on the coherent behavior of the
group. To test this, we implemented the system and ran var-
ious experiments. In Fig. 8, a typical results from varying
the group width c is depicted. Here, the first image shows a
group of 50 units with a large width. The group stays close
together, but is wide spread. The second image shows the
same group, but this time with a smaller group width. The
third image show the same group, but now with a very small
group width. Since the corridor is now very small the units
move right after each other.

The resulting paths exhibit coherent group behavior, as
demonstrated in Fig. 8. Besides that, there also appears real
coherent behavior like waiting for other units that lag behind.
Fig. 9 shows a screenshot of a group passing a corner in the
environment from top to bottom. Some units lag behind in
this corner. Units in front wait for these units before contin-
uing along the path. If the group area was chosen larger, the
units in front would not have waited.

4. Performace

We have implemented the presented approach to test its ef-
fectiveness and applicability. We used Microsoft Visual Stu-
dio .Net 2002 with the C++ programming language. All ex-
periments were run on a Pentium IV 2.4 Ghz computer with
1 Gb RAM running Microsoft Windows XP.

The nature of the approach is such that the complexity of
the environment is only of influence when finding the back-
bone path. However, this is a general path planning problem
for which many experiments have already been conducted
(see [GO04]). So here we concentrate on the second phase
in which the only things that matter are the clearance and
the group size. We used the cluttered environment depicted
in Fig. 10. This is a 3D environment where the units move
over a polygonal terrain. The obstacles are boxes and cylin-
ders. The radius of the units is 1. All distances are expressed
in this unit radius. The test environment is 1200 wide and
940 long, consisting of polyhedral obstacles.

Beside the quality of the generated path, another impor-
tant requirement for the approach is that it is fast, such that
it can be used in interactive applications. Given a path for a
single unit, the backbone path, the method should generate
the paths of the units very quickly. We conducted a number
of experiments. First, we tested how fast the method is in an
absolute sense, i.e. how long does it take to produce a path
on average. This is done for various group sizes. Second, we
experimented with typical application settings to show that
the technique is suitable for real-time applications.

Figure 8: Group behavior for different choices of width c.

Figure 9: The method creates the sort of coherent behavior

we intuitively expect from the group. The units in front wait

for units that are slower.
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4.1. Group size dependence

To test the performance of the technique we generated 400
paths from random start and goal position in the environment
(Fig. 10). We measured the average time it takes to calcu-
late one iteration for varying group sizes. An iteration is the
updating of the positions, velocities and attraction points as
described in Section 3.5. The size of the group was varied
between 5 and 100 units per group. The results are depicted
Figure 11. For a group size of 50 units the calculation time
per iteration is 0.002 seconds.

Clearly noticeable is the quadratic dependence of the time
on the group size. This is to be expected since the units are
close together and are influenced by each other resulting in
the quadratic dependence.

4.2. Usability in real-time applications

To test the usability in real-time application, we constructed
a demo application. In this demo application, the units are
allowed to move at a maximum speed of 15 per second (re-
member that the measure of distance is the unit radius). From
experiments with this demo application we can conclude
that, in order to produce paths reliably (that is without colli-
sions), we are allowed to move 3 per iteration. Although the
physics engine of a typical computer game runs at 50-60 Hz,
the positions and velocities of the units in our demo applica-
tion need to be updated at 5 iterations per second. Every it-
eration (pre-)calculates about 0.2 seconds of movement. The
resulting processor usages for different group sizes are given
in Table 1. For example, it takes 0.02 seconds to calculate a
second of movement for a group of 100 units, i.e. only 2%
of processor time.

Figure 10: The virtual environment used for testing.
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Figure 11: The time needed for updating the positions, ve-

locities and attraction points, as a function of the group size.

5. Conclusions

We presented a novel approach to finding paths for coherent
groups of units. Experiments show that the method is ca-
pable of finding paths that exhibit realistic coherence. The
approach is such that this coherence can be guaranteed.
The level of coherence can be adjusted by two parameters,
namely the corridor width and the group area. A requirement
is that a path for a single unit can be easily found. However,
there exist numerous ways of finding such paths and virtual
environment applications will in general already have this
functionality.

The performance of the approach is promising. The paths
are generated in real-time, even for larger groups. Experi-
ments show that the processor resources required are low,
only 2.4% for groups consisting of up to 100 units. We ex-
pect that careful implementation could considerably lower
this even further.

We are currently extending the approach in various ways.
In the method presented no obstacles are allowed inside the
corridor generated by the backbone path. This means that
the group will evade even small obstacles, like for example a
light-pole. To circumvent this, we are currently researching
the possibilities of allowing small or insignificant obstacles
inside the corridor.

Joining and splitting of groups, a common event in vir-
tual environments, is also one of the research items currently
under investigation. Furthermore, we study the planning of
multiple groups.

group size processor usage

20 0.5%
40 0.8%
60 1.2%
80 1.8%
100 2.4%

Table 1: Processor usage in the demo application.
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